BEBsent forthe counterfeit identification bearing Qi photograph was compared with
the known photograph of Qi. The two photographs were determinedto be of the same

pers,Cama

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

On July 15. 2009, Spummingma. using LIN 361884219. contacted SA Adams. who wasacting
in acting in an undercovercapacity. via 1CQ. M@iiiigstated the following (chat excerpt below):
(2009-07-15 00:30:55) 361884219: hi. i need dl's bad ready to bus now .what do i have

to do .have $ and neatly to buy

(2009-07-15 [1:31:35) 361884219: hey bro i need a dl very badly i have $ and amready

to send

(2009-07-15 20:33:23) 361884219 is now known as Thiatime.
~The changing of the ( IN 361884219 to Thiatime is an automatic feature of the client that

assigns the nickname the user (Lamb) had given the ICQ aecoun***

SA Adams responded andasked if€iiliiywas the same individual whobad posted a response on
the Carder.su forum in SA Adams vendor thread. Post is displayed below:
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MEEesponded(chat excerpt below):
(2009-07-15 23:57:11) Thiatime @ii: ves

(2009-07-16 00:12:12) Thiatime (QB): here is my email greets

(2009-07-16 17:53:14) Thiatime @4M): can you send me a email on howto order

than kenge1

(2009-07-16 21:44:32) Thiatime (QR: hi
SA Adams respondedto @iiliipand provided a contact email address and instructed digg to send
the information he wanted on the counterteit identification to that email address. SA Adams also
advised the price peridentification was $300.
OnJuly 18. 2009, @imeain contacted SA Adamsand advised he hadtried to send the
information but was unsuccessful. SA Adamsagain provided the email address tha (ge
needed to send the information to,

OnJuly 19, 2009@mmigy contacted SA Adamsvia email from Qiiagigie email address.
Mee |. 3).00.com. to SA Adamsundercover email account. The email subject was “into
for id”. Attachedto the email was a photograph otaii. intendedtobeutilized on the
counterfeit driver license. In the email Qagyy stated:

